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ABSTRACT
Contextual bandit algorithms provide principled online learning so-
lutions to balance the exploitation-exploration trade-o� in various
applications such as recommender systems. However, the learning
speed of the traditional contextual bandit algorithms is often slow
due to the need for extensive exploration. This poses a critical issue
in applications like recommender systems, since users may need to
provide feedbacks on a lot of uninterested items. To accelerate the
learning speed, we generalize contextual bandit to conversational
contextual bandit. Conversational contextual bandit leverages not
only behavioral feedbacks on arms (e.g., articles in news recommen-
dation), but also occasional conversational feedbacks on key-terms
from the user. Here, a key-term can relate to a subset of arms, for
example, a category of articles in news recommendation. We then
design the Conversational UCB algorithm (ConUCB) to address two
challenges in conversational contextual bandit: (1) which key-terms
to select to conduct conversation, (2) how to leverage conversa-
tional feedbacks to accelerate the speed of bandit learning. We
theoretically prove that ConUCB can achieve a smaller regret upper
bound than the traditional contextual bandit algorithm LinUCB,
which implies a faster learning speed. Experiments on synthetic
data, as well as real datasets from Yelp and Toutiao, demonstrate
the e�cacy of the ConUCB algorithm.
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1 INTRODUCTION
Contextual bandit serves as an invaluable tool for enhancing per-
formance of a system through learning from interactions with
the user while making trade-o� between exploitation and explo-
ration [1, 9, 11, 13]. The contextual bandit algorithms have been
applied to recommender systems, for instance, to adaptively learn
users’ preference on items. In this application, the items are taken
as the arms in contextual bandit, and the contextual vector of each
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Figure 1: Conversational contextual bandit. The part in
dashed box corresponds to traditional contextual bandit.

arm/item contains the observed information about the user and
the item at the time. The recommender system equipped with a
contextual bandit algorithm sequentially recommends items to the
user. The user provides a feedback (e.g., click) on the recommended
item each round, which is viewed as a reward. The goal of the
contextual bandit algorithm is to learn an item recommendation
(arm selection) strategy to optimize the user’s feedbacks in the long
run (cumulative rewards), via utilizing the information of the user
and items (contextual vectors) as well as the user’s feedbacks (re-
wards). In general, the algorithm needs to make a trade-o� between
exploitation (i.e., leveraging the user’s preference already known)
and exploration (i.e., revealing the user’s preference still unknown).

One shortcoming of the traditional contextual bandit algorithms [1,
9, 11, 13] lies in their slow learning speed. This is because they need
to perform extensive exploration in order to collect su�cient feed-
backs. For applications like recommender systems, it poses a critical
issue, because it means that the user needs to provide feedbacks on
a large number of items which she is not interested in.

Recently, a number of researchers propose the construction of
conversational recommender systems that leverage conversations
to elicit users’ preference for better recommendation (e.g., [5, 6]).
Inspired by this, we consider a novel contextual bandit setting in
this paper, i.e., conversational contextual bandit, which incorporates
a conversation mechanism into the traditional contextual bandit
algorithm (as shown in Figure 1), for accelerating bandit learning.

To illustrate the bene�ts of the conversation mechanism, let
us consider the news recommendation scenario with conversa-
tional contextual bandit. In this scenario, the agent/system also
occasionally asks questions with regard to the user’s preference on
key-terms. For example, asking about the user’s preference on a
category: “Are you interested in news about basketball?”, or ask-
ing about the user’s preference on an entity: “Do you like to read
news related to LeBron James?”. There are two reasons why con-
versations can improve the learning speed. First, the key-terms
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like “basketball” and “LeBron James” can be associated with a large
number of articles. Thus feedback on one key-term may contain
a large amount of information about the user’s preference. Tradi-
tional contextual bandit algorithms [1, 9, 11, 13] may spend many
interactions to collect the information, because many articles, that
are related to the same key-term, may have di�erent contextual
vectors. For example, the contextual vector of an article about NBA
games may be far from that of an article about basketball shoes,
though they are all related to the key-term “basketball”. Second,
collecting explicit feedback from the user can help the system to
capture the user’s true preference faster. For example, the fact that
the user reads an article of NBA game with “LeBron James” may
be because she concerns about the result of the game or because
she is a fan of LeBron James. To �gure out which is more likely,
instead of recommending articles related to each possibility, a more
convenient way is to directly ask the user “Do you want to read
more news about LeBron James?”.

In this paper, the agent conducts conversations by asking the
user’s preference on key-terms. Here, a key-term is related to a
subset of arms, and can be a category or topic. We assume that
there exists a bipartite graph of key-terms and arms in which the
relations between key-terms and arms are represented. The agent
occasionally selects key-terms and asks the user about her prefer-
ence over the key-terms. Then, the user shows her feedbacks to
the agent, for example, indicating whether she is interested in the
key-terms. The preference over the key-term is then “propagated”
to the related arms, and is leveraged by the algorithm to select arms
and update the bandit model. To the best of our knowledge, this is
the �rst time such an approach is proposed.

There are two main challenges for conversational contextual
bandit: (1) which key-terms to select for querying, (2) how to leverage
conversational feedbacks to build a more accurate bandit model. We
design the Conversational UCB algorithm (ConUCB) to address
these challenges.

The ConUCB algorithm, as a generalization of the LinUCB al-
gorithm [1], repeatedly conducts learning as follows: (1) If con-
versation is allowed at the round, given the current context and
historical interactions on arms and key-terms, ConUCB selects the
key-terms that reduce the learning error most, and enquires the
user’s preference over the key-terms; (2) It selects the arm with the
largest upper con�dence bound derived from both arm-level and
key-term-level feedbacks, and receives a reward. The interaction
record will then be leveraged for key-term selection. Theoretical
analysis shows that ConUCB achieves a lower cumulative regret
upper bound than the standard contextual bandit algorithm Lin-
UCB. Note that a smaller regret upper bound means that the agent
learns parameters more accurately within the same number of iter-
ations, i.e., the speed of bandit learning is accelerated. Experimental
results on a synthetic dataset, as well as real datasets from Yelp and
Toutiao (the largest news recommendation platform in China) show
that the ConUCB algorithm signi�cantly outperforms the baseline
algorithms including LinUCB. Note that the basic mechanism of
adding conversation into bandit algorithms to speed up learning is
generic. We demonstrate that ConUCB can be easily extended to
other contextual bandit algorithms such as hLinUCB [13].

In summary, our contributions are as follows:

• We formulate the new conversational contextual bandit prob-
lem to improve the learning speed (Section 2).

• We design the ConUCB algorithm by generalizing LinUCB
for conversational contextual bandit and theoretically prove
that it can achieve a smaller regret upper bound than the
conventional contextual bandit algorithm LinUCB, i.e., the
learning speed is improved (Section 3).

• We empirically verify the improvement of ConUCB in learn-
ing speed using both a synthetic dataset and real-world
datasets (Section 4 & 5).

• We also extend ConUCB by adding the conversation mecha-
nism into hLinUCB (Section 6).

2 PROBLEM FORMULATION
We �rst introduce traditional contextual bandit and then we gener-
alize it to obtain conversational contextual bandit. Without loss of
generality, we take the UCB algorithm as an example algorithm of
contextual bandit.

2.1 Contextual Bandit
In contextual bandit, the agent learns to maximize the cumulative
reward in T 2 N+ rounds through interaction with the user.

Consider a �nite set of N arms denoted by A. At each round
t = 1, . . . ,T , the agent is given a subset of arms At ✓ A, and
each arm a 2 At is associated with a d-dimensional contextual
vector xa,t 2 Rd , which describes the observable information of
arm a and the user at round t . The agent chooses an arm at on
the basis of its contextual vector xat ,t , shows it to the user, and
receives a reward rat ,t 2 R. For example, R = {0, 1} represents
a binary reward, and R = R represents a continuous reward. The
reward rat ,t is a function of the contextual vector xat ,t and the
parameter vector � . The parameter vector � represents the user’s
preference and is what the agent wants to learn. At each round t ,
the agent takes the selected arms a1, . . . ,at�1 and received rewards
ra1,1, . . . , rat�1,t�1 at the previous rounds as input, to estimate the
reward and select the arm at 2 At .

The goal of the agent is to maximize the expected cumulative re-
wards. Let

ÕT
t=1 E[ra⇤t ,t ] denote the maximum expected cumulative

rewards in T rounds, where a⇤t 2 At is the optimal arm at round
t , i.e., E[ra⇤t ,t ] � E[ra,t ],8a 2 At . The goal of contextual ban-
dit learning is formally de�ned as minimization of the cumulative
regret in T rounds:

R(T ) , ÕT
t=1

⇣
E[ra⇤t ,t ] � E[rat ,t ]

⌘
. (1)

The agent needs to make a trade-o� between exploitation (i.e.,
choose the best arm estimated from received feedbacks) and ex-
ploration (i.e., seek feedbacks from arms that the agent is unsure
about).

Let us consider the UCB (Upper Con�dence Bound) algorithm.
The agent selects the arm at at each round t as follows:

at = argmaxa2At Ra,t +Ca,t ,

where Ra,t andCa,t are the estimated reward and con�dence inter-
val of arm a at round t respectively. The con�dence interval Ca,t
measures the uncertainty of reward estimation of arm a at round t .
In the LinUCB algorithm [1], the reward function is de�ned as a
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linear function,
rat ,t = xTat ,t� + �t , (2)

where� is ad-dimensional parameter vector, �t is a random variable
representing the random noise. One can also generalize LinUCB by
utilizing non-linear reward [7] or hidden features [13].

In news recommendation with contextual bandit, for example,
the agent is the recommender system, each arm a is an article, the
contextual vector xa,t denotes the observable information of the
user and the article a at round t , and the reward ra,t is whether
the user clicks article a at round t . The parameter vector � repre-
sents the user’s preference on articles. The goal of the system is to
maximize the cumulative click-through rate (CTR) of the user.

2.2 Conversational Contextual Bandit
In conversational contextual bandit, the agent still learns to maxi-
mize the cumulative reward in T rounds through interacting with
the user. In addition to collecting feedbacks on selected arms, the
agent also occasionally conducts conversations with the user and
learns from conversational feedbacks.

We consider that the agent conducts conversations by asking
the user’s preference on key-terms, where a key-term is related to
a subset of arms, and can be a category, topic, etc. For example,
in news recommendation, a key-term can be a keyword, a key-
phrase, or a combination of multiple single keywords, extracted
from articles. The agent may ask the user “Are you interested in
news about basketball?” The user shows her answer to the question.
Problem formulation. Consider a �nite set of N 2 N+ arms de-
noted byA and a �nite set ofK 2 N+ key-terms denoted byK . The
relationships between the arms and the key-terms are characterized
by a weighted bipartite graph (A,K,W ), whose nodes are divided
into two sets A and K , and weighted edges are represented by the
matrixW , [wa,k ]. Herewa,k represents the relationship between
arm a and key-term k . Without loss of generality, we normalize the
total weights associated with each arm to be 1, i.e.,

Õ
k wa,k = 1.

We also introduce a function b(t) to model the frequency of
conversations. Note that b(t) determines: (1) whether to converse
at round t ; (2) the number of conversations until round t . To make
it clearer, consider a function q(t):

q(t) =
⇢

1, b(t) � b(t � 1) > 0,
0, otherwise.

If q(t) = 1, then the agent conducts conversation with the user
at round t ; if q(t) = 0, then it does not. The agent conducts b(t)
conversations up to round t . For example, if b(t) = k b t

m c,m �
1,k � 1, then the agent makes k conversations in everym rounds.
If b(t) = blog(t)c, then the agent makes a conversation with a
frequency represented by the logarithmic function of t . If b(t) ⌘
0, then there is no conversation between the agent and the user.
Moreover, we assume that key-term-level conversations should
be less frequent than arm-level interactions, i.e., b(t)  t ,8t , in
consideration of users’ experience.

At each round t = 1, . . . ,T , the agent is given a subset of arms
At ✓ A, and each arm a 2 At is speci�ed by a contextual vector
xa,t 2 Rd . Without loss of generality, we normalize the contextual
vector such that kxa,t k2 = 1. Based on the arm-level feedbacks and
conversational feedbacks received in the previous t � 1 rounds,

Algorithm 1: General algorithm of ConUCB
Input: arms A, key-terms K , graph (A,K,W ), b(t).

1 for t = 1, . . . ,T do
2 observe contextual vector xa,t of each arm a 2 At ;
3 If conversation is allowed at round t , i.e., q(t) = 1, select

key-terms to conduct conversations and receive
conversational feedbacks {r̃k,t };

4 select an arm at = argmaxa2At R̃a,t +Ca,t ;
5 receive a reward rat ,t ;
6 update model ;

• If q(t) = 1, the agent conducts bb(t) � b(t � 1)c conversa-
tions with the user. In each conversation, the agent asks
the user’s preference on one selected key-term k 2 K , and
gets the user’s feedback r̃k,t . For example, r̃k,t can be binary
{0, 1}, where 0 and 1 stand for negative and positive feedback
respectively.

• The agent chooses an arm at 2 At , presents it to the user,
and receives the reward of arm at , denoted by rat ,t .

The agent tries to speed up the learning process by leveraging
conversational feedbacks. The problems in conversational contex-
tual bandit are to �nd (a) an e�ective arm selection strategy and (b)
an e�ective key-term selection strategy, so that after T rounds of
arm-level interactions and b(T ) times of conversations, the cumula-
tive regret in Eq. (1) is signi�cantly reduced.
General algorithm of conversational UCB (ConUCB). Algo-
rithm 1 outlines the general algorithm of ConUCB, which will be
described in detail in Section 3. One can see that when no conver-
sation is performed between the agent and the user, conversational
contextual bandit degenerates to standard contextual bandit. In
ConUCB, the agent selects an arm with the following strategy

at = argmaxa2At R̃a,t +Ca,t , (3)

where R̃a,t and Ca,t are the estimated reward and the con�dence
interval of arm a at round t respectively. As will be shown in Sec-
tion 3 later, R̃a,t is inferred from both arm-level and key-term-level
feedbacks, and Ca,t contains both arm-level and key-term-level
con�dence interval.

In ConUCB, the user’s feedback on key-term k , i.e., r̃k,t , is esti-
mated from the user’s feedbacks on related arms, i.e.,

E[r̃k,t ] =
Õ
a2A

wa,kÕ
a02A wa0,k

E[ra,t ], k 2 K . (4)

Equivalently, r̃k,t =
Õ
a2A

wa,kÕ
a02A wa0,k

E[ra,t ] + �̃k,t , where �̃k,t is
a random variable representing the random noise in reward. When
both the conversational feedback r̃k,t and arm-level feedback ra,t
are binary, Eq. (4) has a probabilistic interpretation. Speci�cally, for
binary feedback c 2 {0, 1}, we have

P(c |k, t) = Õ
a2A P(a |k)P(c |a, t), (5)

where P(c = 1|k, t) and P(c = 0|k, t) represent the probabilities
that the user gives a positive and negative feedback to the question
with key-term k at round t respectively; P(c = 1|a, t) and P(c =
0|a, t) denote the probabilities that the user likes and dislikes arm
a at round t respectively. Thus, if we take E[ra,t ] = P(c = 1|a, t),
E[r̃k,t ] = P(c=1|k, t), and P(a |k)=

wa,kÕ
a02A wa0,k

, we obtain Eq. (5).
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3 ALGORITHM & THEORETICAL ANALYSIS
In this section, we present the details of ConUCB by providing spe-
ci�c solutions to the two problems in Algorithm 1: (1) how to select
key-terms to conduct conversation (Line 3), (2) how to select an
arm, i.e., calculate R̃a,t and Ca,t (Line 4). ConUCB is a generaliza-
tion of LinUCB [1] in the sense that the arm-level reward function
is the same as that of LinUCB in Eq. (2). We theoretically analyze
the upper bound of its cumulative regret and discuss the impact
of conversational feedbacks. We note that ConUCB has a generic
mechanism of selecting key-terms and leveraging feedbacks on key-
terms to speed up learning, which can be easily incorporated into
a variety of contextual bandit algorithms such as CoFineUCB [16],
hLinUCB [13]. In Section 6, we explain how to apply the same
technique to the hLinUCB algorithm.

3.1 ConUCB Algorithm
The ConUCB algorithm is described in Algo. 2. It contains a key-
term selection module to select key-terms (line 2-11) and an arm-
selection module to select arms (line 12-15). The two modules col-
laborate with each other as follows:

• If conversation is allowed at round t , given the current con-
text and interaction histories on both arms and key-terms,
the key-term selection module repeatedly selects the key-
term that minimizes the regret and asks the user’s preference
over it (line 5). Then the newly estimated key-term-level pa-
rameter vector (�̃t ) is passed to the arm-selection module.

• Under the guidance of �̃t and rewards received up to round
t , the arm-selection module recommends an arm to the user,
and receives a reward (line 12-15). The interaction record
will then be leveraged by the key-term selection module.

3.1.1 Arm selection. At round t , ConUCB �rst estimates the
user’s preference at the key-term level, denoted as �̃t , by

�̃t= argmin�̃
Õt
�=1

Õ
k 2K�

✓Õ
a2A wa,k �̃T xa,�Õ

a2A wa,k
�r̃k,�

◆2
+�̃k�̃ k22 ,

where K� denotes the set of key-terms queried at round � . We set
K� = ; if no key-term is queried, and we letK� contain duplicated
elements if querying a key-term multiple times at the round. The
coe�cient �̃ 2 R controls regularization. Then �̃t is used to guide
the learning of the arm-level parameter vector at round t :

�t = argmin� �
Õt�1
�=1(�T xa� ,��ra� ,� )2+(1��)k� � �̃t k22 .

where �2[0, 1] balances learning from rewards at arm-level and
learning from feedbacks at key-term-level (i.e., �̃t ). Both optimiza-
tion problems have closed-form solutions, �̃t = M̃�1

t b̃t and �t =
M�1
t (bt + (1 � �)�̃t ), where

M̃t=
Õt
�=1

Õ
k 2K�

⇣ Õ
a2A wa,kxa,�Õ

a2A wa,k

⌘⇣ Õ
a2A wa,kxa,�Õ

a2A wa,k

⌘T
+�̃I ,

b̃t =
Õt
�=1

Õ
k 2K�

⇣ Õ
a2A wa,kxa,�Õ

a2A wa,k

⌘
r̃k,� ,

Mt = �
Õt�1
�=1 xa� ,� x

T
a� ,� + (1 � �)I ,

bt = �
Õt�1
�=1 xa� ,� ra� ,� . (6)

To apply the arm-selection strategy in Eq. (3) , we need to derive
the con�dence interval Ca,t . Based on the closed-form solutions of

Algorithm 2: ConUCB algorithm
Input: graph (A,K,W ), conversation frequency function

b(t).
Init: M̃0 = �̃I , b̃0 = 0,M0 = (1 � �)I , b0 = 0.

1 for t = 1, 2, ...,T do
2 if b(t) � b(t � 1) > 0 then
3 nq= b(t) � b(t � 1);
4 while nq> 0 do
5 Select a key-term k 2 K according to Eq. (8),

and query the user’s preference over it ;
6 Receive the user’s feedback r̃k,t ;

7 M̃t = M̃t�1+
⇣ Õ

a2A wa,kxa,tÕ
a2A wa,k

⌘ ⇣ Õ
a2A wa,kxa,tÕ
a2A wa,k

⌘T
;

8 b̃t = b̃t�1 +
⇣ Õ

a2A wa,kxa,tÕ
a2A wa,k

⌘
r̃k,t ;

9 nq-=1

10 else
11 M̃t = M̃t�1, b̃t = b̃t�1 ;

12 �̃t = M̃�1
t b̃t , �t = M�1

t

⇣
bt + (1 � �)�̃t

⌘
;

13 Select at = argmaxa2At x
T
a,t�t + ��t kxa,t kM �1

t
+ (1 �

�)�̃t kxTa,tM�1
t kM̃ �1

t
;

14 Ask the user’s preference on arm at 2 A and receive
the reward rat ,t ;

15 Mt = Mt + �xat ,tx
T
at ,t , bt = bt + �xat ,t rat ,t ;

�t and �̃t in Eq. (6), we can prove that Lemma 1 holds, and thus

Ca,t = ��t kxa,t kM �1
t
+ (1 � �)�̃t kxTa,tM�1

t kM̃ �1
t
,

where �t is de�ned in Lemma1, and �̃t represents the estimation
error of �̃t and is determined by how the agent selects key-terms.
We will discuss �̃t later in Section 3.1.2, and show that �̃t < �t .

Consequently, ConUCB selects an arm according to the following
strategy (Eq. (3)):

at = argmaxa2At x
T
a,t�t| {z }
R̃a,t

+ ��t kxa,t kM �1
t
+ (1 � �)�̃t kxTa,tM�1

t kM̃ �1
t|                                                 {z                                                 }

Ca,t

.

(7)

In Eq. (7), R̃a,t is the estimated reward of arm a at round t , based
on the current estimated parameter vectors at arm-level and key-
term level. It represents exploitation of currently promising arms.
Ca,t denotes the uncertainty in reward estimation of arm a, which
contains two parts: (1) uncertainty from the noise in arm rewards
received until round t (the �rst term) ; (2) uncertainty from the
estimated key-term-level parameter vector �̃t (the second term). It
represents exploration of currently less promising arms. It is easy to
verify that Ca,t shrinks when more interactions between the agent
and user are carried out, and thus the exploitation and exploration
are balanced. Moreover, one can see that the second term of Ca,t
shrinks more quickly than the �rst term (more details can be fund
at Eq. (11) in Appendix), indicating the bene�t of conversation.

Lemma 1. Let �⇤ and �̃⇤ denote the unknown true parameter vectors
of the user at arm level and key-term level respectively. Assume that
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k�̃t � �̃⇤kM̃t
 �̃t , �̃k,t and �t are conditionally 1-sub-Gaussian,

then for 8t ,a 2 A, with probability 1 � � , the following inequality
holds

|xTa,t (�t � �⇤)|  ��t kxa,t kM �1
t
+ (1 � �)�̃t kxTa,tM�1

t kM̃ �1
t
,

where �t =
r
d log

⇣
(1 + �t

(1��)d )/�
⌘
, and kx kM =

p
xTMx .

3.1.2 Key-Term Selection. Next we describe how the ConUCB
algorithm selects key-terms. Let Xt 2 R |At |⇥d denote the col-
lection of contextual vectors of arms presented at round t , i.e,
Xt (a, :) = xTa,t ,8a 2 At . Given the current context Xt and in-
teractions on both arms and key-terms up to round t , to minimize
the cumulative regret, ConUCB needs to select a key-term so that
�t can be learned as accurately as possible, since no regret would
be induced if �t is equal to the unknown true arm-level parameter
vector �⇤. Thus, a natural idea is to select the key-term that min-
imizes the estimation error E[kXt�t � Xt�⇤k22 ]. As suggested by
Theorem 2, this means to select key-terms according to Eq. (8).

Theorem 2. Given the current context Xt and interactions at both
arm-level and key-term level up to round t , to minimize E[kXt�t �
Xt�⇤k22 ], one only needs to select the key-term k to minimize

tr
⇣
XtM

�1
t (M̃t�1 + x̃k,t x̃

T
k,t )

�1M�1
t XT

t

⌘
.

In other words, it selects the key-term k as follows:

k = argmax
k 0

kXtM
�1
t M̃�1

t�1x̃k 0,t k22
� ⇣

1 + x̃Tk 0,t M̃
�1
t�1x̃k 0,t

⌘
. (8)

where x̃k,t =
Õ
a2A

wa,kÕ
a02A wa0,k

xa,t .

We can observe from Eq. (8) that the key-term selection is de-
pended on both the arms and key-terms selected in the previous
rounds, i.e.,Mt and M̃t . Moreover, the essence of Theorem 2 is to
select key-terms to minimize tr

⇣
XtM�1

t M̃�1
t M�1

t XT
t

⌘
, which can

make the last term in the arm selection strategy, i.e., �̃t kxTa,tM�1
t kM̃ �1

t
in Eq. (7), shrink faster.

When selecting key-terms according to Eq. (8), the agent can
calculate �̃t using Lemma 3. Since b(t)  t , �̃t is at the order
of O(

p
d + log t), while �t is at the order of O(

p
d log t), implying

�̃t < �t .

Lemma 3. In selection of key-terms according to Eq. (8), with proba-
bility 1 � � , the following inequality holds:

k�̃t � �̃⇤kM̃t
 �̃t =

r
2
⇣
d log 6 + log( 2b(t )� )

⌘
+ 2

p
�̃k�̃⇤k2.

3.2 Regret Upper Bound of ConUCB
We can prove that the regret upper bound of ConUCB is as follows.

Theorem 4. Assume that � 2 [0, 0.5], �̃ � 2(1��)
�(1�

p
�)2

, with the key-
term selection strategy de�ned in Eq. (8), then with probability 1 � � ,
ConUCB has the following regret upper bound.

R(T )  2
✓p

�

r
d log

⇣
(1 + �T

(1��)d )/�
⌘
+ 2

q
1��
� k�̃⇤k2

+(1 �
p
�)

q
d log 6 + log( 2b(t )� )

◆ q
Td log(1 + �T

d (1��) ).

Since b(t)  t , � 2 [0, 0.5], the regret upper bound of ConUCB
in Theorem 4 is at most €O((1 �

p
�)

p
d + logT +

p
�d logT ), where

€O(a) = O(a ·
p
dT logT ). It is smaller than the regret upper bound

of LinUCB [1], i.e., €O((1�
p
�)

p
d logT +

p
�d logT ) = €O(

p
d logT ).

Therefore, when d and logT are large, which is usually the case
in practice, we can improve substantially by reducing

p
d logT top

d + logT in the �rst term.

4 EXPERIMENTS ON SYNTHETIC DATA
In this section, we describe experimental results on synthetic data.

4.1 Experiment Setting
Synthetic data.We create a key-term set K , {1, 2, . . . ,K} with
sizeK and an arm pool (set)A , {a1,a2, . . . ,aN }with sizeN . Each
arm a 2 A is associated with a d-dimensional feature vector xa ,
and it is also related to a set of key-termsYa ✓ K with equal weight
1/|Ya |. We assume that the more shared key-terms two arms have,
the closer their feature vectors will be. We generate an arm’s feature
vector as follows: (1) we �rst generate a pseudo feature vector €xk
for each key-term k 2 K , where each dimension of €xk is drawn
independently from a uniform distributionU (�1, 1); (2) for each arm
a, we sample na key-terms uniformly at random from K without
replacement as its related key-terms setYa with equal weight 1/na ,
where na is a random number in [1,M]; (3) �nally, each dimension i
of xa is independently drawn from N (Õk 2Ya €xk (i)/na ,� 2

� ), where
�� 2 R+. We note that the information of key-terms is contained in
xa , and thus they are available for all algorithms. We then generate
Nu users, each of whom is associated with a d-dimensional vector
�u , i.e., the ground-truth of user u’s preference. Each dimension
of �u is drawn from a uniform distribution U(-1,1). We consider
a general setting in which at each round t , the simulator only
discloses a subset of arms in A, denoted as At , to the agent for
selection, for example, randomly selecting 50 arms fromA without
replacement. The true arm-level reward ra,t as well as key-term
level reward r̃k,t are generated according to Eq. (2) and Eq. (4)
respectively. The noise �t is sampled from Gaussian distribution
N(0,� 2

� ) only once for all arms at round t , so is the noise �̃k,t . In the
simulation, we set contextual vector d = 50, user number Nu = 200,
arm size N = 5000, size of key-terms K = 500, �� = 0.1. We set
M = 5, which means that each arm is related to at most 5 di�erent
key-terms, because the average values ofM in Yelp and Toutiao are
4.47 and 4.49 respectively. Moreover, following similar procedures
in paper [11], we tune the optimal parameters in each algorithm.
Baselines. We compare the proposed ConUCB algorithm with the
following algorithms.

• LinUCB [9]: The state-of-art contextual bandit algorithm.
LinUCB only works with arm-level feedback, and it does not
consider conversational feedback.

• Arm-Con: Christoper et. al. [6] proposes to conduct con-
versation by asking the user whether she likes an additional
item selected by a bandit algorithm. Arm-Con adopts the
conversation format and leverages LinUCB for arm selection.

• Var-RS: A variant of ConUCB selecting a key-term ran-
domly.
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• Var-MRC: A variant of ConUCB that selects the key-term
with the maximal related con�dence under current context:

k = argmaxk 0
Õ
a2At

wa,k0Õ
a02At wa0,k0

�̃t kxTa,tM�1
t kM̃ �1

t
,

where �̃t kxTa,tM�1
t kM̃ �1

t
is the part of con�dence interval

Ca,t related to key-terms (Eq. (7)).
• Var-LCR: A variant of ConUCB that selects the key-term
with the largest con�dence reduction under current context:

k = argmax
k 0

Õ
a2At

wa,k0Õ
a02At wa0,k0

⇣
Ca,t �C

k 0
a,t

⌘
,

where Ck
0

a,t is the new con�dence interval of arm a at round
t , if we query key-term k

0 next.
Note that if we run LinUCB algorithm T rounds, then all other
algorithms conduct T -round arm-level interactions and b(T ) con-
versations. Conversations are conducted at the same time for the
algorithms.

4.2 Evaluation Results
We evaluate all algorithms in terms of cumulative regret de�ned
in Eq. (1). We set the frequency function b(t) = 5blog(t)c. At each
round t , we randomly select 50 arms from A without replacement
as At . The same At are presented to all algorithms.
Cumulative regret comparison.We run the experiments 10 times,
and calculate the average cumulative regret for each algorithm. The
results plotted in Figure 3a show that LinUCB has the largest cumu-
lative regret, indicating that the use of conversational feedbacks,
either by querying items (Arm-Con) or by querying key-terms (Var-
RS, ConUCB, Var-MRC, Var-LCR) can improve the learning speed
of bandit, since they can learn parameters more accurately within
the same number of iterations. Moreover, algorithms that query
key-terms, i.e., Var-RS, ConUCB, Var-MRC, Var-LCR, have much
smaller cumulative regret than Arm-Con, which asks the user’s
preference on additional items. It is reasonable, because feedback
on a key-term should be more informative than feedback on an arm.
Finally, the ConUCB algorithm has the smallest cumulative regret,
demonstrating the e�ectiveness of its key-term selection strategy.
Accuracy of learned parameters.We next compare the accuracy
of the learned parameters in di�erent algorithms. For each algo-
rithm, we calculate the average di�erence between the learned
parameter vectors of users and the ground-truth parameter vectors
of users, i.e., 1

Nu

Õ
u k�u,t � �u,⇤k2, where �u,t and �u,⇤ represent

the learned and the ground-truth parameter vectors of useru respec-
tively. A smaller 1

Nu

Õ
u k�u,t � �u,⇤k2 implies a higher accuracy

in learning of parameter vector. Figure 3b shows the average di�er-
ence 1

Nu

Õ
u k�u,t � �u,⇤k2 in every 50 iterations. One can observe

that for all algorithms, the values of 1
Nu

Õ
u k�u,t ��u,⇤k2 decrease

in t . That is, all algorithms can learn the parameters more accu-
rately with more interactions with users. Moreover, ConUCB is the
best algorithm in learning of the parameters.
Impact of conversation frequency b(t). Next we study the im-
pact of conversation frequency. In principle, key-term-level con-
versations should be less frequent than arm-level interactions, i.e.,
b(t)  t . Thus we mainly consider two types of conversation fre-
quency function b(t): (1) b(t) = Ql blog(t)c: ask Ql questions every
time, while the span between two consecutive conversations gets
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Figure 2: E�ect of various factors: Figures (a) & (b) show the
e�ect of b(t); Figure (c) shows the e�ect of poolsize.
larger and larger; (2) b(t) = Ql b t

Qq
c: ask Ql questions per Qq it-

erations. For the �rst type of b(t), we vary the value of Ql , and
obtain cumulative regrets at round 1000 shown in Figure 2a. For
the second type of b(t), we set Qq = 50, vary the value of Ql , and
plot cumulative regrets at round 1000 in Figure 2b. We also run
the experiments with Qq = 20 and Qq = 100, and the results are
similar to that with Qq = 50.

Figure 2b and Figure 2a show that asking more questions can
help reduce the cumulative regrets more. For example, in Figure 2a,
the cumulative regret is the largest when b(t) = blog(t)c, while the
cumulative regret is the smallest when b(t) = 10blog(t)c. Similarly,
in Figure 2b, the cumulative regret is the largest when b(t) = b t

50 c,
while it is the smallest when b(t) = 10b t

50 c.
Comparing the cumulative regrets with b(t) = 5blog(t)c and

b(t) = 5b t
50 c, we can observe that although the agent asks more

questions with b(t) = 5b t
50 c, its cumulative regret is much larger

than that with b(t) = 5blog(t)c. The reason seems to be that with
b(t) = 5blog(t)c the agent can ask more questions at the beginning,
quickly capture users’ preference, and then gradually reduce the
cumulative regret afterward.
Impact of poolsize |At |. We change the size ofAt from 25 to 500
while �xing all the parameters as described in Section 4.1. Figure 2c
plots the cumulative regrets under di�erent poolsizes. One can
observe that as the poolsize increases, the cumulative regrets of all
algorithms also increase, since it is more di�cult to select the best
arm when the poolsize becomes larger. Again, we observe similar
trends in di�erent poolsizes: (1) Using conversational feedbacks,
either by querying additional arms (Arm-Con), or by querying key-
terms (Var-RS, Var-MRC, Var-LCR, ConUCB) can reduce regret;
Querying key-terms is more e�ective and has smaller regrets than
querying arms. (2) The regret of ConUCB is the smallest.

5 EXPERIMENTS ON REAL DATA
In this section, we describe empirical evaluations of the ConUCB
algorithm on two real-world datasets.
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Figure 3: Experimental results on all datasets.
5.1 Experiments on Yelp Dataset
Yelp dataset. The public Yelp dataset1 contains users’ reviews of
restaurants on Yelp. We only keep users with no less than 100
reviews, and restaurants with no less than 50 reviews. The �nal
Yelp dataset has 1,998 users, 25,160 restaurants, and 342,237 reviews.
Experiment settings. We take each restaurant as an arm. Each
restaurant in the dataset is associated with a number of categories.
For example, one restaurant named “Garage” is associated with
the following categories: { “Mexican”, “Burgers”, ”Gastropubs” }. We
take each category as a key-term. Each arm is equally related to
its associated key-terms. There are in total 1,004 categories in the
dataset, i.e. |K | = 1004. We construct 50-dimensional arms’ contex-
tual vectors via applying PCA on feature vectors generated from
restaurants’ attributes, including: (1) geographic features: 330 dif-
ferent cities; (2) categorical features: 1,004 di�erent categories; (3)
average rating and total review count; (4) attributes: 34 di�erent
attributes, such as whether the restaurant serves alcohol or WIFI.
We also normalize all the contextual vectors, i.e., kxa k2 = 1,8a.
The original 5-scale ratings are converted to a binary-valued feed-
back between restaurants and users, i.e., high ratings (4 and 5) as
positive(1) and low ratings (  3) as negative(0). We derive users’
true parameters based on ridge regression. We �x the size of At to
50. During the simulation, the true arm-level reward ra,t as well as
key-term level reward r̃k,t are generated according to Eq. (2) and
Eq. (4) respectively. Note that key-terms (i.e., categorical features)
are part of arms’ feature sets, thus the information about key-terms
is also available for all algorithms.
Evaluation results. We compare all six algorithms in terms of cu-
mulative regret. We adopt the frequency function b(t) = 5blo�(t)c.
We run the experiments 10 times, and the average result for each
algorithm is shown in Figure 3c. We observe similar results as those
on the synthetic dataset. That is, all algorithms that query key-terms,
i.e., Var-RS, Var-MRC, Var-LCR, ConUCB, have smaller cumulative
regrets than LinUCB and Arm-Con. Moreover, the ConUCB algo-
rithm has the smallest cumulative regret, followed by Var-LCR, and
then Var-MRC and Var-RS.

5.2 Experiments on Toutiao Dataset
Toutiao dataset.This is a real-world news recommendation dataset,
obtained from Toutiao2, which is the largest news recommendation

1http://www.yelp.com/academic_dataset
2https://www.Toutiao.com/

platform in China. The dataset contains 2,000 users’ interaction
records in December 2017. There are 1,746,335 news articles and
8,462,597 interaction records.
Experiment settings. We take each news article as an arm. Each
article is associated with several categories, such as, “news_car” and
“news_sports”. Each article is also associated with several keywords
automatically extracted from the article. We �lter the keywords
occurring less than 1,000 times. In total, there are 2, 384 keywords
and 573 categories. We take them as key-terms K . We assume that
an article is equally related to its associated key-terms. To get the
contextual vector of an arm, we �rst represent the article by a vector
of 3,469 features (e.g., topic distribution, categories, keywords, etc.).
We then use PCA to conduct dimension reduction, and take the �rst
100 principal components as the contextual vectors, i.e., d = 100.
We infer each user’s feedback on an article through the user’s read-
ing behavior: if the user reads the article, then the feedback is 1,
otherwise the feedback is 0. The feedback is also the reward of the
article. We infer each user’s feedback on key-terms by simulation.
Speci�cally, we pre-process the interacted articles of the 2,000 users
in November 2017 as above, and employ ridge regression to infer
users’ true preference based on interaction records in the period.
Then we generate the ground-truth key-term-level feedbacks ac-
cording to Eq. (4). Note that the information about key-terms is
also available for LinUCB and Arm-Con algorithms, in the sense
that key-terms (i.e., categories, keywords) are in arms’ feature sets.
Comparison method. The unbiased o�ine evaluation protocol
proposed in [10] is utilized to compare di�erent algorithms. The
unbiased o�ine evaluation protocol only works when the feedback
in the system is collected under a random policy. Hence, we simulate
the random policy of the system by generating a candidate pool
as follows. At each round t , we store the article presented to the
user (at ) and its received feedback rat . Then we create At by
including the served article along with 49 extra articles the user
has interacted with (hence |At | = 50,8t ). The 49 extra articles
are drawn uniformly at random so that for any article a the user
interacted with, if a occurs in some set At , this article will be
the one served by the system 1/50 of the times. The performance
of algorithms is evaluated by Click Through-Rate (CTR), the ratio
between the number of clicks an algorithm receives and the number
of recommendations it makes. Speci�cally, we use the average CTR
in every 500 iterations (not the cumulative CTR) as the evaluation
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metric. Following [9], we normalize the resulting CTR from di�erent
algorithms by the corresponding logged random strategy’s CTR.
Evaluation results. Figure 3d shows the normalized CTRs of dif-
ferent algorithms over 2000 users. One can observe that algorithms
that querying key-terms can achieve higher CTRs than LinUCB and
Arm-Con. Again ConUCB achieves the best performance. Moreover,
on the Toutiao dataset, Var-MRC and Var-LCR perform worse than
Var-RS. This is because they tend to select key-terms related to a
large group of arms repeatedly. One can also observe that Arm-
Con only outperforms LinUCB slightly. This is because Toutiao
dataset contains more negative feedbacks than positive feedbacks,
and some negative feedbacks are caused by that a user has read
something similar, rather than this user does not like the article.
However, articles with such negative feedbacks may be queried by
Arm-Con using additional questions with larger probability, due
to articles with similar contents received positive feedbacks from
the same user. This brings disturbance to the learning of the user’s
parameter vector, decreasing the e�ciency of additional questions.

6 EXTENSION OF ALGORITHM
ConUCB incorporates conversations into LinUCB. We demonstrate
that the technique is generic and can be applied to other contextual
bandit algorithms as well. Speci�cally, we show how to extend the
hLinUCB algorithm [13] with conversational feedbacks.
Conversational hLinUCB. The hLinUCB algorithm [13] is one
of the recent contextual bandit algorithms, which utilizes a set of
l-dimensional hidden features (va 2 Rl ) that a�ects the expected
reward, in addition to the contextual features (xa,t 2 Rd ). Formally,

ra,t = (xa,t ,va )T�u + �t , (9)

where �u 2 Rl+d is the parameter of user u, and �t is drawn from
a zero-mean Gaussian distribution N(0,� 2).

We then design the hConUCB algorithm to extend the hLinUCB
algorithm to incorporate conversational feedbacks. At round t ,
hConUCB �rst infers user u’s current key-term-level preference
�̃u,t solely based on her conversational feedbacks, and then use �̃u,t
to guide the learning of user u’s arm-level preference �̂u,t , with the
estimated hidden features {v̂a,t }a2A �xed. Then, �xing �̃u,t and
�̂u,t , we use both conversational feedbacks and arm-level feedbacks
to update the hidden features of arms {v̂a,t }a2A . One can also
derive the con�dence bound following a similar procedure as in
Lemma 1, and choose the arm with the maximal upper con�dence
bound value. The key-term-selection strategy of hConUCB follows
the procedure in Theorem 2. Moreover, we modify the baselines in
Section 4.1 in a similar way. For example, similar to Arm-Con, the
hArm-Con algorithm conducts conversations by querying whether
a user likes the item selected by hLinUCB.
Experiment evaluations. We then compare hConUCB with the
modi�ed baselines on the previous three datasets. The experimental
settings on the three datasets are the same as those in Section 4
and in Section 5. The only di�erence is that in this section, features
are randomly partitioned into an observable part and a hidden
part. We �x the dimensionaliy l of hidden features to 5, and set the
dimensionality d of observable features to 45 on synthetic dataset
and Yelp dataset, and d = 95 on Toutiao dataset. We set � = 0.1.
Note that only observable features are showed to the algorithms.
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Figure 4: Experimental results of conversational hLinUCB.
The arm-level feedback ra,t and the key-term-level feedback r̃k,t
are generated similarly as in Section 4 and in Section 5, except the
arm-level reward model is in Eq. (9).

Figure 4a and 4b show the cumulative regrets (de�ned in Eq. (1))
on synthetic dataset and Yelp dataset respectively. One can observe
that on both datasets, the algorithms that query key-terms except
hVar-RS outperform LinUCB, hLinUCB and hArm-Con. Moreover,
hConUCB has the smallest cumulative regret. The poor perfor-
mance of hVar-RS is because randomly selecting key-terms cannot
e�ectively contribute to the inference of arms’ hidden features.

For the experiments on Toutiao dataset, we normalize the CTRs
from di�erent algorithms by the corresponding CTR of LinUCB.
Figure 4c shows the normalized CTRs of di�erent algorithms on
Toutiao dataset. The values on the vertical axis in Figure 4c are all
larger than 1, indicating that all the algorithms outperform LinUCB.
Also, we can observe that all algorithms that query key-terms have
higher CTRs than hLinUCB and hArm-Con, and hConUCB achieves
the highest CTR. Moreover, in this experiment, the performance
of hArm-Con is worse than that of hLinUCB. The reason might be
the same as that Arm-Con does not outperform LinUCB, as shown
in Figure 3d. In summary, the results demonstrate the e�ectiveness
of conversational mechanism incorporated into bandit algorithms.

7 RELATEDWORK
To the best of our knowledge, this is the �rst work to study the con-
versational contextual bandit problem. Our work is closely related
to the following two lines of research.
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Contextual bandit algorithms. Contextual bandit is a popular
technique to address the exploration-exploitation trade-o�, in var-
ious application tasks such as recommendation. LinUCB [9] and
Thompson Sampling [2] are two representative algorithms for con-
textual bandits. A large number of algorithms have been proposed
to accelerate the learning speed of LinUCB. For example, Bianchi et.
al. [4, 11, 14] leverage relationship among users. Wang et. al. [13]
learn hidden features, and Zheng et.al. [17] make use of a time-
changing reward function. The CoFineUCB [16] algorithm proposed
by Yue et. al. performs a coarse-to-�ne hierarchical exploration.
Di�erent from them, our work tries to accelerate the learning speed
through conversation. More importantly, as shown in Section 6, our
approach is generic and can be applied to many existing algorithms.

It should be possible to incorporate the conversation mechanism
into Thompson Sampling [2]. Thompson Sampling is a probability
matching algorithm that samples �t from the posterior distribution.
Thus, one can de�ne a hierarchical sampling approach that �rst
samples �̃t according to conversational feedbacks, and then samples
�t around �̃t while considering arm-level feedbacks.
Conversational recommender systems.Christakopoulou et. al. [6]
introduce the idea of conversational recommender systems. They
conduct conversations by querying whether the user likes the items
selected by the bandits algorithm. As shown in this paper, item-level
conversations are less e�cient than key-term-level conversations.
Other researchers [5, 12, 18] further leverage recent advances in
natural language understanding to generate conversations and
assist recommendation. Their works utilize conversation in user
preference learning (via deep learning or reinforcement learning)
without theoretical guarantee, while our work utilizes conversation
to speed up contextual bandit learning with theoretical guarantee.
Yu et. al. [15] propose a dialog approach to speed up bandit learn-
ing in recommender systems. Their dialog approach recommends
multiple items to the user and the user needs to provide feedback
on why she likes or dislikes the recommended items. In this paper,
we explore another approach of using conversations, i.e, querying
key-terms occasionally to actively explore the user’s preference. Bu
et. al [3] also leverage conversations to assist item recommendation,
however, their algorithm is only applied to o�ine learning, while
our algorithm, based on the bandit technique, is an online learning
algorithm. Furthermore, our algorithm adaptively optimizes the
question strategy through interactions and conversations.

8 CONCLUSION
We formulate the conversational contextual bandit problem by in-
corporating a conversational mechanism into contextual bandit.
We design the ConUCB algorithm to adaptively optimize the arm
selection strategy and the key-term selection strategy through con-
versations and arm-level interactions with the user. Theoretical
analysis shows that ConUCB can achieve a lower regret upper
bound. Extensive experiments on synthetic dataset, real datasets
from Yelp and Toutiao demonstrate that ConUCB indeed has a faster
learning speed. The generality of the approach of incorporating
conversations into bandit algorithms is also demonstrated.
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A APPENDIX
Proof of Lemma 1:

P����. According to the closed-form solution of �t , we can get:

�t = M�1
t bt

=
⇣
�
Õt�1
�=1 xa,� x

T
a,� + (1 � �)I

⌘�1
(�Õt�1

�=1 xa,� ra,� + (1 � �)�̃t )

= �⇤ � (1 � �)M�1
t �⇤ + �M�1

t (Õt�1
�=1 xa,� �� ) + (1 � �)M�1

t �̃t .

The equality holds since ra,� = xTa,��⇤ + �� . With �⇤ ⇡ �̃⇤,

�t � �⇤ = (1 � �)M�1
t (�̃t � �̃⇤) + �M�1

t (Õt�1
�=1 xa,� �� ). (10)

Thus, with k�̃t � �̃⇤kM̃t
 �̃t , we can get:

|xTa,t�t � xTa,t�⇤ |

= (1 � �)|xTa,tM�1
t (�̃t � �̃⇤)| + � |xTa,tM�1

t (
t�1’
�=1

xa,� �� )|

 (1 � �)�̃t kxTa,tM�1
t kM̃ �1

t
+ �kxa,t kM �1

t
kÕt�1

�=1 xa,� �� kM �1
t
.

Let �t denote the upper bound of kÕt�1
�=1 xa,� �� kM �1

t
, then The-

orem 1 in paper [1] suggests that

�t =

r
2 log

⇣
det(Mt )1/2 det((1��)I )�1/2

�

⌘


r
d log

⇣
(1 + �t

(1��)d )/�
⌘
.

This proof is then complete. ⇤

Proof of Theorem 2:

P����. According to Theorem 5, tominimizeE[kXt�t�Xt�⇤k22 ],
the key-term selection strategy needs to select key-term k to mini-
mize

tr
⇣
XtM

�1
t (M̃t�1 + x̃k,t x̃

T
k,t )

�1M�1
t XT

t

⌘
.

Then, using Woodbury matrix identity, it is equal to minimize:

tr
⇣
XtM�1

t M̃�1
t�1M

�1
t XT

t

⌘
� kXtM �1

t M̃ �1
t�1x̃k,t k22

1+x̃Tk,t M̃
�1
t�1x̃k,t

.

With the interaction history, tr
⇣
XtM�1

t M̃�1
t�1M

�1
t XT

t

⌘
is a constant.

Thus, the proof is complete. ⇤

Theorem 5. Given the interaction history at both arm-level and
key-term level up to round t , we have:

(1) min
k
E[kXt�t �Xt�⇤k22 ] , min

k
E[kXtM

�1
t (�̃t � �̃⇤)k22 ].

(2) E[kXtM
�1
t (�̃t � �̃⇤)k22 ]  (k�⇤k22 + 1) tr

⇣
XtM

�1
t M̃�1

t M�1
t XT

t

⌘
.

P����. With Eq. (10), we can get:

mink EkXt�t �Xt�⇤k22
= mink Ek(1 � �)XtM�1

t (�̃t � �̃⇤) + �XtM�1
t (Õt�1

�=1 x� �� )k.

Note that key-term selection does not a�ect {�� }t�1�=1 , thus we can
get the �rst observation:

mink EkXt�t �Xt�⇤k22 , mink EkXtM�1
t (�̃t � �̃⇤)k22 .
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For the second observation, according to the closed-form of �̃t , we
can further infer that:

�̃t � �̃⇤ = ��̃M̃�1
t �̃⇤ + M̃�1

t
�Õt

�=1
Õ
k 2K� x̃k,� �̃k,�

�
.

Thus, we can get:

EkXtM�1
t (�̃t � �̃⇤)k22

 �̃ kXtM
�1
t M̃�1

t �̃⇤k22|                 {z                 }
A1

+EkXtM
�1
t M̃�1

t (
t’

�=1

’
k 2K�

x̃k,� �̃k,� )k22
|                                           {z                                           }

A2

• Bound A1. The �rst term is bounded by:

kXtM�1
t M̃�1

t �̃⇤k22  kXtM�1
t M̃�1/2

t k2F kM̃
�1/2
t �̃⇤k22

 k�̃⇤ k22
�̃

tr(XtM�1
t M̃�1

t M�1
t XT

t )

• BoundA2.Wedenote
Õt
�=1

Õ
k 2K� x̃k,� �̃k,� = X̃t �̃t , where

X̃t 2 R
d⇥b(t ). The second term is bounded by:

EkXtM�1
t M̃�1

t (Õt
�=1

Õ
k 2K� x̃k,� �̃k,� )k22

= E[tr(XtM�1
t M̃�1

t X̃t �̃t �̃Tt X̃
T
t M̃

�1
t M�1

t XT
t )]

 tr(XtM�1
t M̃�1

t M�1
t XT

t )

The �rst inequality is due to E[�̃t �̃Tt ]  I .

Finally, with �̃⇤ ⇡ �⇤, we can �nish the proof. ⇤

Proof of Lemma 3:

P����. In the following analysis, we take x̃k,� =
Õ
a2A wa,kxa,�Õ

a2A wa,k
.

�̃t = M̃�1
t bt

= �̃⇤ � �̃M̃�1
t �̃⇤ + M̃�1

t
�Õt

�=1
Õ
k 2K� x̃k,� �̃k,�

�
Thus, for a �xed x ,

|xT �̃t � xT �̃⇤ |  �̃ |xT M̃�1
t �̃⇤ | + |xT M̃�1

t
©≠
´

t’
�=1

’
k 2K�

x̃k,� �̃k,�
™Æ
¨
|.

Since |xT M̃�1
t �̃⇤ |  kxT M̃�1

t k2k�̃⇤k2 
kx kM̃�1

tp
�̃

k�̃⇤k2, we can

bound the �rst term: �̃ |xT M̃�1
t �̃⇤ | 

p
�̃kx kM̃ �1

t
k�̃⇤k2. We next

try to bound the second term. According to the key-term-selection
strategy in Eq. (8), we can get

E[Õt
�=1

Õ
k 2K� �̃k,� ] =

Õt
�=1

Õ
k 2K� E[�̃k,� ] = 0,

and thus by Azuma’s inequality, for a �xed x at round t , with

� =
q

1
2 log

2
� , we have

P
⇣
|xT M̃�1

t (Õt
�=1

Õ
k 2K� x̃k,� �̃k,� )| � � kx kM̃ �1

t

⌘

 2 exp
✓
� 2� 2xT M̃ �1

t xÕt
�=1

Õ
k2K� (xT M̃ �1

t x̃k,� )2

◆
 2 exp(�2�2)) = � ,

since

xT M̃�1
t x = xT M̃�1

t

⇣
�̃I +

Õt
�=1

Õ
k 2K� x̃k,� x̃

T
k,�

⌘
M̃�1
t x

 Õt
�=1

Õ
k 2K� (xT M̃t x̃k,� )2.

Thus, for a �xed x and �xed t , with probability 1 � � ,

D
xT , �̃t � �̃⇤

E


 p
�̃k�̃⇤k2 +

r
1
2
log

2
�

!
kx kM̃ �1

t
.

Next, using thee above bound, we can bound k�̃t � �̃⇤kM̃t
, where:

k�̃t � �̃⇤kM̃t
=< M̃1/2

t X , �̃t � �̃⇤ >,X =
M̃ 1/2
t (�̃t��̃⇤)

k�̃t��̃⇤ kM̃t

.

We follow the covering argument in Chapter 20 of [8] to prove.
First, we identify a �nite set C� ⇢ R

d such that whatever value X
takes, there exists some x 2 C� that are �-close to X . By de�nition,
we have kX k22 = 1, which means X 2 S

d�1 = {x 2 R
d : kx k2 = 1}.

Thus, it is su�cient to cover Sd�1. Tor-lattimore et. al. [8] has
proven the following Lemma. ⇤

Lemma 6. There exists a set C� ⇢ R
d with |C� |  (3/�)d such that

for all x 2 S
d�1, there exist a � 2 C� with kx � �k  � .

Then we apply a union bound for the elements in C� , we have:

P

✓
9x 2 C� ,

D
M̃1/2
t x , �̃t � �̃⇤

E
�

✓p
�̃k�̃⇤k2 +

q
1
2 log

2 |C� |
�

◆◆
 � .

Then

k�̃t � �̃⇤kM̃t
= maxx 2Sd�1

D
M̃1/2
t x , �̃t � �̃⇤

E

= maxx 2Sd�1 min�2C�
hD
M̃1/2
t (x �Ä), �̃t � �̃⇤

E
+

D
M̃1/2
t Ä, �̃t � �̃⇤

Ei

 maxx 2Sd�1 min�2C�


k�̃t � �̃⇤kM̃t

kx �Äk2 +
p
�̃k�̃⇤k2 +

q
1
2 log

2 |C� |
�

�

 � k�̃t � �̃⇤kM̃t
+

p
�̃k�̃⇤k2 +

q
1
2 log

2 |C� |
� .

We set � = 1
2 . Up to round t , we only update �̃t at most b(t) times,

thus by the union bound, at each round t , with probability 1 � � :

k�̃t � �̃⇤kM̃t


r
2
⇣
d log 6 + log( 2b(t )� )

⌘
+ 2

p
�̃k�̃⇤k2.

This proof is then complete.
Proof of Theorem 4:

P����. Let a⇤t denote the best arm at round t , and ct (xa,t ) =
�t kxa,t kM �1

t
, and c̃t (xa,t ) = �̃t kxTa,tM�1

t kM̃ �1
t
. Then the regret at

round t is:

Rt = �T⇤ xa⇤t ,t � �T⇤ xat ,t

= �T⇤ xa⇤t ,t � �Tt xa⇤t ,t + �
T
t xa⇤t ,t + ct (xa⇤t ,t ) + c̃t (xa⇤t ,t )

� ct (xa⇤t ,t ) � c̃t (xa⇤t ,t ) � �T⇤ xat ,t

 (�⇤ � �t )T xa⇤t ,t + �
T
t xat ,t + ct (xat ,t ) + c̃t (xat ,t )

� ct (xa⇤t ,t ) � c̃t (xa⇤t ,t ) � �T⇤ xat ,t (1)
 2ct (xat ,t ) + 2c̃t (xat ,t ) (2)

Inequality (1) is due to the arm selection strategy, i.e.,

at = arg max
a2At

xTa,t�t + ct (xa,t ) + c̃t (xa,t ).
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Inequality (2) is from |xTa,t (�t � �⇤)|  ct (xa,t ) + c̃t (xa,t ),8a 2 A.
For the following analysis, we abbreviate xat ,t as xt . Thus, the
cumulative regret until T is:

R(T ) = ÕT
t=1 Rt  2

ÕT
t=1

�
ct (xat ,t ) + c̃t (xat ,t )

�
 2��T

r
T

ÕT
t=1 kxt k2M �1

t
+ 2(1 � �)�̃T

r
T

ÕT
t=1 kxTt M�1

t k2
M̃ �1
t
.

The last inequality is from the Cauchy-Schwarz inequality, and
�t , �̃t are non-decreasing. Moreover,

kxTt M�1
t k2

M̃ �1
t
= xTt M

�1
t M̃�1

t M�1
t xt  1

�̃(1��) kxt k
2
M �1
t
, (11)

Thus, the cumulative regret is bounded by:

R(T )  2
⇣
��T +

q
1��
�̃

�̃T
⌘ r

T
ÕT
t=1 kxt k2M �1

t
. (12)

Together with �t in Lemma 1, and �̃t in Lemma 3, as well as
Lemma 11 in [1], we can �nish the proof. ⇤
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